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Implementing Tanium for the first time? Migrating from
tools like BigFix or to the Tanium Cloud? Seeking to
integrate Tanium with other tools in your enterprise?

True Zero can provide you a path to success based on a proven
track record in the public sector and commercial enterprises.



Whether you are implementing Tanium for the first time, migrating from
tools like BigFix, or seeking to integrate Tanium with other solutions in
your enterprise, True Zero has the qualifications and past performance to
ensure success. Utilizing our strong Tanium expertise and proven track
record working with customers across the public and private sector, we
can provide an optimal path to deploy, tune, customize and operationalize
all Tanium modules to meet your unique business requirements.
 
True Zero’s Services team has been purpose built with seasoned industry
experts, possessing the necessary Tanium certifications to deliver high
quality solutions. Tanium and True Zero have partnered closely to bring
high value and high impact services to organizations that lead to
predictable outcomes and enable customers to innovate and reinvision
their security and operations programs through the power of Tanium. True
Zero’s Tanium team has been working on implementing and managing
customers Tanium solutions since 2016 and has in depth experience with
all Tanium capabilities/modules. Our service consultants possess deep
skills in many adjacent tools commonly integrated with Tanium such as
Splunk, ZScaler, Crowdstrike, CRIBL, and GitLab. As a result, True Zero
consultants bring a unique perspective to each engagement, achieving
greater results while keeping the broader vision in focus.
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TUNE:

SCOPE:

DESIGN:

DEPLOY:

EXPAND:

EVALUATE:

Our seasoned consultants will work closely with you to identify core requirements, Tanium use cases, and
necessary resources, and then create a tailored implementation plan that accounts for role-based access (RBAC)
security needs, performance, budgets, and end state success to optimize your return on investment.

Working alongside your stakeholders, our team will evaluate success against use case requirements to ensure Tanium is
performing optimally and all teams are getting the value you expect. We will use the module maturity framework to evaluate your
breadth and depth of Tanium usage and provide recommendations to expand use cases and usage of Tanium across your teams.

As use cases mature, identification of additional data sources and use cases is inevitable. Our consultants have a
wide range of experience performing an array of integrations and custom content development, and our team will
support the identification and evolution of content and integrations needed.

Based on health checks, feedback and observations, our team will tune and adjust content to ensure actionable and accurate
results are generated and support the expectations of success from all stakeholders. For customers employing Threat Response,
tuning signals before deployment is key. For customers using Discover, this is important for proper scanning to identify new and
unmanaged assets and also minimally impact your network.

Utilizing best practices developed from years of experience, our team of consultants will rapidly install, configure,
and operationalize your Tanium capabilites and use cases, and will work in concert with Tanium TAMs and support
to mentor and train your users and administrators. We help you avoid typical project pitfalls to help you ensure the
proper exclusions are in place.

Most of Tanium’s customers today are deploying in the Tanium Cloud. Design services for Tanium cloud deployments are heavily focused
on use cases, integrations to other systems to automate workflows with enriched real-time data, and reporting to help resources and
leaders with the data and visualizations that matter most to their mission. However, if you are implementing on-premises, our team will
design the best possible architecture including all deployment steps, prerequisites, and level of effort needed to ensure a smooth and best
practice-deployment of your Tanium solution. We will identify and manage key watch areas to reduce implementation risk.

True Zero's experience deploying many different Tanium solutions has
refined the success methodology behind our Deployment and

Integration Services to ensure a quick Time to Value through a keen
focus on the expected outcomes of your use cases.

Success Methodology
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We focus on understanding your business objectives by identifying and
detailing the most important use cases and outcomes you are seeking to
achieve. True Zero will bring best practices from its vast experience in the
enterprise cyber and technology field. We will help you avoid common
implementation pitfalls and obstacles. We will guide you through the
module maturity to get the most value from your investment. 

Deployment &
Integration Services
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Services You Can Trust
Our Professional Services team is backed by Tanium Accredited Consultants, Architects, and Content
Creators. We leverage Tanium best practices and are a trusted go-to partner by Tanium to perform delivery
on their behalf for hundreds of customers in both the public and private sector. We respect the trust put in
us by our customers and our partner, Tanium, to deliver the highest quality customer experience!

Planning, Prioritizing and Designing
Your Scope Timeline

Quickly Implementing To Go Live and Ensuring Users
and Administrators are Properly Trained

True Zero can also help you on your journey after your initial deployment
with maturity workshops, use case workshops, and optimization efforts
to help you achieve the most of your investment in Tanium.

Visit Our Website Contact Us
www.truezerotech.com info@truezerotech.com

“We have worked with some of the largest financial institutions, federal
civilian agencies, and state and local governments to implement and
manage Tanium. We’ve also helped those organizations with automation
and integrations to other platforms like Splunk, Crowdstrike, and ZScaler
to further drive value of Tanium and other tools in our customers
enterprise. It’s exciting when our customers tell us that they have better
visibility with a more complete and higher fidelity view than ever before.” 

Deployment and Integration Services

Our objectives support your mission and are
focused on quickly and efficiently helping you

with the following key objectives

Operationalizing Your Solution to Achieve Your KPI’s,
Metrics, and Leadership Visibility is Effectively in Place

“- Andrew Manos, Director, True Zero Technologies
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T U N E :

S C O P E :

D E S I G N :

D E P L O Y :

E X P A N D :

E V A L U A T E :

We will work with you on proper change control to ensure all updated access, configurations, and methods of
Tanium Asset and Discovery are pushed to the endpoints smoothly and with low risk to network.

Customers often enhance and refine their requirements after initial implementation. This is especially true 
regarding the graceful tuning of discovery scan methods, asset populations, and usage requirements. We will 
work with you to properly enhance Discover scan methods to provide greater insights into your assets.

We will work with you to ensure Asset and Discovery modules are fully implemented and configured to capture
the broadest and deepest information possible.

Once the solution is deployed, it is key to evaluate effectiveness of the design and deployment. Additionally, and 
on an ongoing basis, and as new features are released in Tanium Asset and Discovery, we will work with you to 
take advantage of your investment in Tanium.

Configure software inventory usage metrics
Integrate Tanium Asset and Inventory data to your CMDB, SIEM, or other systems to improve data fidelity
Improve your "in-the-moment" accuracy of asset data in your enterprise

We will identify areas to enhance configuration to properly identify new assets in your environment, then tag and group them
to the respective teams. We will then work with you to:

As new assets and networks are identified, we will use our success methodology and your change control process
to close any open gaps in coverage.

True Zero leverages Tanium's Asset Discovery and Inventory Services to help you both
reduce security-related risks and optimize budget spending thanks to better

accuracy and relevancy achieved through heightened asset awareness.

S u c c e s s  M e t h o d o l o g y
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Organizations cannot manage what they cannot see. Tanium asset discovery and
inventory gives customers visibility to assets that increases their completeness and
quality of data in real time. The improvement in asset discovery and visibility enables
organizations to make better decisions and management of the enterprise. True Zero, in
partnership with Tanium, have identified a critical path to success focused on Asset
Discovery and Inventory Services. Our proven and adaptable approach ensures
customers have confidence in knowing all the devices on their network and the ability to
demonstrate they are configured properly. True Zero’s view on asset discovery and
inventory services accomplishes key objectives using Tanium. 

Asset Discovery &
Inventory Services
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Services You Can Trust

ENVIRONMENT STATUS

Reduction
in weekly
scan time

Provide our customers with real-time
identification of unauthorized and
rogue assets on the network.

New 
endpoints 
discovered

Increase in 
discovery of 
unmanaged 
assets

Enables customers to make decisions
based on comprehensive real-time
data across all endpoints in minutes
vs. days or weeks. 

Help customers identify unused or
underutilized software to recapture
savings and reduce threat attack surface
at the same time.

Offering a single, accurate, and rich
source-of-truth that can be used across
IT Operations, Security, and Risk teams. 

Our Professional Services team is backed by Tanium Accredited Consultants, Architects, and Content
Creators. We leverage Tanium best practices and are a trusted go-to partner by Tanium to perform delivery
on their behalf for hundreds of customers in both the public and private sector. We respect the trust put in
us by our customers and our partner, Tanium, to deliver the highest quality customer experience!

Visit Our Website Contact Us
www.truezerotech.com info@truezerotech.com

1,075
1,235

Asset Discovery and Inventory Services

“Customers in the commercial space and the public sector have seen the cybersecurity, IT, and
financial benefits from the power of Tanium Asset Discovery and Inventory becoming the source of
truth. This has helped with renegotiation of software and hardware vendor contracts and also allowed
organizations to remove unused software, which actually provides an improved security posture.”

- Jonathan Cooper, CTO, True Zero Technologies

True Zero’s Overall Approach to Tanium
Asset Discovery and Inventory Services

1. 5.

93% 35% 20%

Online Endpoints Total Endpoints

965 (86%)
Linux

85 (8%)
Windows

55 (5%)
N/A on Tanium Client Container

16 (1%)
Other

Operating Platform
Unmanaged

Network
Intelligence

1,121
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Manage inventory of software and
hardware of all managed endpoints in
the enterprise.

Utilize Asset and Discovery as source of
truth with ability to integrate with
CMDB solutions.

Audit asset inventory in near real-time,
and leverage Connect integration to your
SIEM to give you a comprehensive view.

2.

3. 

 4.

6.

7.



T U N E :

S C O P E :

D E S I G N :

D E P L O Y :

E X P A N D :

E V A L U A T E :

We will work with you to determine the extent of the risk
assessment.

Review the results with executives, plan the priorities to remediate relevant risk areas. Tune your
solution to improve fidelity and completeness of data for the most comprehensive view of risk in
your environment.

As data starts to come in, its key to evaluate the completeness of data and coverage of the
requirements and determine if additional refinements and tuning are needed.

In concert with our True Zero Success Methodology, True Zero has partnered with Tanium to feature an enterprise
risk assessment service. We offer risk and compliance services that provide in-depth analysis of the digital landscape
and an supply an objective security risk score that measures your operational resiliency and overall security risk,
identifying areas of vulnerability, and prioritizing a list of critical actions to quickly reduce that exposure. 

If additional endpoints or potential risk elements are identified or determined to be relevant to the
objectives, ensure your Tanium configuration is updated to capture key data. As new features are
released for Comply, Risk, Patch, Deploy, Enforce and more, we will work with you to implement to
further gain value from your investment in Tanium.

We will work with you to ensure the endpoint agents are properly installed and gathering expected
data over the agreed upon duration.

Leveraging the power of Tanium, we will gather data to inform the results of the assessment. As data
starts to populate reporting, gaps in deployment can be identified and iteratively enhanced to ensure
full deployment and configuration.

S u c c e s s  M e t h o d o l o g y
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In today’s world, enterprise risk is top of mind on every board and leadership team.
CISOs, and CIOs must collaborate to respond to ever-increasing audit scrutiny and
regulatory compliance requirements and communicate the company's risk position to
other executives and board members in an accurate and accessible manner. Tanium
delivers an effective foundation for technology risk measurement and management
while providing insightful metrics and contextualized data you can trust. Executives
accountable for technology, risk, and security must address a range of enterprise and
technology risks. True Zero thinks about three fundamental categories of enterprise
risk including: Assessing Risk, Managing Risk, and Enforcing Risk. 

Risk & Compliance
Management Services
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Risk & Compliance Management 
Services

*full services capabilities depend on modules owned by the customer

Serv ices  You  Can  Trust
Our Professional Services team is backed by Tanium Accredited Consultants, Architects, and Content Creators. We
leverage Tanium best practices and are a trusted go-to partner by Tanium to perform delivery on their behalf for
hundreds of customers in both the public and private sector. We respect the trust put in us by our customers and our
partner, Tanium, to deliver the highest quality customer experience!

We will help you setup and manage enforcement policies to ensure compliance at
scale over time to defend against configuration drift. We provide our customers with
data driven compliance monitoring and enforcement to address industry governance
and privacy requirements.

Vis i t  Our  Webs i te Contact  Us
www.truezerotech.com info@truezerotech.com

“Running the 2020 U.S. Census was massive effort and ensuring the accuracy of data for the
Census was critical. Having the ability to understand enterprise risk in a reliable and
quantitative way was of tantamount importance to me. Tanium provided a substantial role
in giving me the confidence to lead the U.S Census securely and the knowhow to prioritize
any mitigation and remediation activities” 

700K 1. 3M 5K
Reduction 
in weekly 
scan time

New 
Endpoints 

New
unmanaged
assets

With Tanium’s risk
assessment, one

organization found:

Our Overall Approach to Risk & Compliance Management

- Mike Fluharty, President

We will help you with an accurate, real-time view of endpoint risk in the
environment, provide prioritized actionable insights, and track progress to
demonstrate objective improvement for senior stakeholders. We conduct day-to-day
baseline security configuration and vulnerability assessments.

We will teach you or help you with guided remediation of the most critical areas to
reduce your enterprise risk score and address security vulnerability and remediation
management in near real-time.

RISK SCORE:  509
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T U N E :

SCOPE:

DESIGN:

DEPLOY:

EXPAND:

EVALUATE:

Threat Response and supporting modules will be constantly checked for health and tuning
opportunities.

We will test the new signals and tune them with sensitivity to ensure when they are implemented
in your production environment, the least noise and most precision objectives are met.

True Zero's Actionable Intelligence Operations (AIO) enhances the signaling
and detection capabilities of Tanium Threat Response to help you further

reduce the risk of threat actors and vulnerabilities compromising the
management and security of your technology enterprise.

We will work with you to understand the additional signals we have created for your use and inclusion
of your Tanium solution.

We will identify new signals that you need in your environment to ensure all potential threats are
identified as early as possible.

As new assets are deployed across your organization, we will work to ensure that all signal and related
content is pushed to the new assets for maximum coverage.

Once the solution is deployed, it is key to evaluate effectiveness of the design and deployment.
Additionally, and on an ongoing basis, and as new signals are developed and / or are released by Tanium or
True Zero, we will work with you to identify which will be integrated into your actionable intelligence
operations.

Success  Methodology
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Threat Hunting
Actionable Intelligence

True Zero’s Actionable Intelligence Operations (AIO)
provides proactive adversary hunt capabilities using Threat
Response heuristics by extending Tanium signals with
additional purpose-built, business context specific signals. 
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Our team distills the dynamic cyber threat environment into actionable, behavior-based,
cutting-edge SOAR-fed, SOC alerting by integrating an intelligence team composed of
cyber threat intelligence, engineering, penetration testing/threat emulation, and SOC
components. This process offers a scalable, DevOps-style approach to manage and
expedite intelligence-driven alert creation, integration into the security tool stack,
response procedure development, and validation using threat actor emulation. 

As a result, this enables holistic visibility throughout the enterprise and can be accented
with Reveal. AIO gives you easier insights to understand your attack surface and endpoint
inventory. AIO can also help you Identify unauthorized devices and access attempts. And
AIO will help you by proactively reducing privileged access and attack surfaces. AIO will
actively manage endpoint configurations and custom policy rules.

full services capabilities depend on modules owned by the customer

Threat Hunting
Actionable Intelligence Operations

Services You Can Trust

True Zero has developed,  tuned,
and deployed over  100 unique
signals  and growing that  can be
leveraged to accelerate value
and protect  your enterpr ise .

Our Professional Services team is backed by Tanium Accredited Consultants, Architects, and Content
Creators. We leverage Tanium best practices and are a trusted go-to partner by Tanium to perform delivery
on their behalf for hundreds of customers in both the public and private sector. We respect the trust put in
us by our customers and our partner, Tanium, to deliver the highest quality customer experience!

Visit Our Website Contact Us
www.truezerotech.com info@truezerotech.com

“At True Zero, we are uniquely skilled and qualified to help customers extend
their Tanium solutions with actionable signals and sensors to provide even
greater threat hunting, incident response, and SOC team capabilities. This
further secures our customers so our customers can focus on their core missions
while also improving the overall ROI for Tanium” 

Customers can procure True Zero Actionable Intelligence Operations either as
a downloadable subscription service or as a hands-on, fully-managed service.

T U N E D

DEPLOYED

D E V E L O P E D

- Mike Fluharty, President, True Zero Technologies.
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